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Images of Destruction

http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/slideshow/2012/10/30/photos-hurricane-
sandy-floods-new-york-city/?intcmp=related#slide=36
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5http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/701204main_20121029-SANDY-GOES-FULL.jpg

Visible satellite image of Hurricane Sandy 29 October 2012
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http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/701138main_20121029_Sandy-TRMM_670.jpg
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/20
12/10/29/hurricane-sandy-
graphics_n_2038056.html
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Blocking high

Hurricane Sandy



10Fake Picture – there is no channel 1 TV.



11“Welcome to Rockaway Beach!”
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http://www.cbsnews.com/830
1-201_162-
57541786/hurricane-sandy-
storm-tracker-and-forecast-
maps/
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http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-
57541786/hurricane-sandy-storm-tracker-and-
forecast-maps/
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Flax Pond and Old Field Point
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Breezy Pt community
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Breezy Pt Community – Far Rockaways, Sunday 11 Nov 2012.
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Water line on Irvine Ave.
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Most foreign embassies in the Netherlands and 150 international organisations are located in the 
city, including the International Court of Justice and the International Criminal Court, which 
makes The Hague one of the major cities hosting the United Nations, along with New York, Vienna 
and Geneva <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hague>.
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Netherlands: The seaside village of Strand Monster tucked in behind the 
high dunes.
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Signpost describing Zandmotor, the deposit of a huge amount of dredged 
offshore sand, spread along the coast (see top right of sign). The idea is that 
coastal waves and tides will redistributre the sand, thus widening and 
strengthening the beach dunes against future storm surges. The actual sand 
bar can be seen at the bottom right of the image.
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Distant view of the Zandmotor reclamation project, designed  to 
strengthen the berm protecting this section of the southern coastline, 
near the town of Monster.
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View of a segment of the Delta  Project, the Netherlands. The system is composed of a mixure
of elevated natural sand dunes, tidal gates (normally open), elevated highways and shipping 
gates <http://www.deltawerken.com/English/10.html?setlanguage=en>.
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Artist’s impression of the proposed Outer Harbor Gateway, stretching 5 miles across the Sandy Hook – Far 
Rockaway transect (courtesy Halcrow). The red arrows show locations of sluice gates (next slide). The green 
arrows point to the three shipping gates (second slide on).
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This structure is a combination highway/sluice gates at St Peterburg Russia. Five of these would be spaced across 
the outer harbor gateway shown in the previous slide (red arrows). The gates would normally be elevated to allow 
the free flow of the tides underneath, but dropped down to block surges during storms. 
<http://www.nce.co.uk/news/water/st-petersburg-flood-barrier-russias-priceless-defence/5210144.article>
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Birds eye view of central shipping gates in outer harbor gateway. Two pairs of sector gate barriers close 
across the two shipping lanes during storms. Courtesy Halcrow.
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Delta Works, the Netherlands. Twin sector gate barriers (Taintor Gates) protect the port of Rotterdam, the 
world's largest, against North Sea storm surges. The gates are shown closed in the storm surge position. 
Normally the gates are kept open, rotated back into their parking areas.

 Rotterdam

North Sea 
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Twin sector gate barriers under construction in St Petersburg, Russia. 

http://www.nce.co.uk/news/water/st-petersburg-flood-barrier-russias-priceless-
defence/5210144.article



44http://stormy.msrc.sunysb.edu
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http://www.emeraldecocity.com/Pictures/Post%20Glacial%20Sea%20Leve
l%20Rise.gif
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http://www.real-science.com/working-sides-sea-level-
equation
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http://www.oar.noaa.gov/spotlite/archive/images/nycplanning_fig2.gif
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http://blog.myplaceinthecrowd.com/wp-
content/uploads/2008/03/google_earth_floodzones.png
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CONCLUSIONS

•We can expect more extreme weather events in the future as climate 
change takes hold.

•Rising sea level means that future flooding events will be more severe than 
ever. What we experienced during Hurricane Sandy will occur again (and 
again).

•Nothing is forever, but we must stand and fight the challenges of climate 
change and what it means for Long Island and Metro New York.

•Eventually we will have to abandon the Island as we know it, but not in our 
lifetime, but perhaps in our great-grandchildren’s lifetimes.

•For the next 150 years there are many treatments we can undertake to 
reduce the trauma of climate change and rising seas – but they will 
eventually fail.

•Now is the time for vision, political will and bold ideas to save our cities and 
communities as long as it is practicable.

Thank you.


